Dear editor,

Lung biofabrication is an emerging tool used in tissue engineering and regenerative development aimed at identifying new drug targets where the cells are seeded into an acellular organ scaffold and cultured in a bioreactor [@b0005]. Bio-fabrication is used in drug discovery processes. Development of newer and better medicines requires a proper diseases modeling. Several research groups are working on the development of vaccines for COVID-19. There is an emerging need to develop Two-dimensional (2D) or Three-dimensional (3D) lung models to identify the drug targets for lung infection caused by COVID-19. 2D model cannot fulfill the study requisites due to the biological change in humans and animals. Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease has been examined using such models. 3D printing can be used to target newer sites following *ex-vivo* pattern like diseased cells extracted from the patient\'s body. Better images can be developed by 3D bio-printing technology using tissue engineering tethered with multi-omics, single cell genomics. It produces cellular level data points to confirm specific gene triggering causes which confirm new drug targets. Thus, this model can detect disease progression *in-vitro*. This helps in drug development by target modulation [@b0010]. 3D bio-printing model replaces both the animal models and 2D printing cell based screening. It also overcomes the inconvenience of imperfect animal model and reduces the chances of clinical trial failures. It facilitates the discovery of lead molecule by providing 3D multi-cell interactions, so that the best selected molecular candidate can put in bio-printed model for the optimization [@b0015].

The Viscient's disease model provides high-quality information to identify new drug targets, uncover novel biology, and test disease-modifying ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ) drugs [@b0015]. Scientists need to proceed for lung tissues for model development to investigate the potential of COVID-19 drug target. However, it is challenging due to the collapsing of lung parenchyma without ventilation and low tissue stiffness [@b0010]. In contrast to the whole lobe or whole lung explants, lung samples eviscerated by means of thoracic surgery do not necessarily follow the anatomical segments and, therefore, require special preparation. Bio-printed 3D lung tissue models can be created to analyze the drug response. It has been well established that the 3D human lung tissue models are best fit model in viral infectivity than the regular cell culture [@b0020].Fig. 1Presentation of (A) biofabrication process to generate *in vitro* lung tissue model, and (B) the occurrence of COVID-19 infection in lungs.

The scope of novel discoveries in human disease is limited using currently available human tissue based models of disease. Thus, there is an emerging need to develop 3D models which could translate such discoveries to human disease. Precision-cut lung slices (3D lung tissue cultures) represent an elegant and biologically relevant 3D cell culture model. These slices resemble to the *in-situ* tissue due to their molecular composition, biomechanics and complexity. It helps in better understanding of functional effect and mechanisms of drug action in human tissues. Human precision-cut lung slices are prepared from resected soft elastic lung tissue of a patient experiencing lung lobectomy. These slices have better accessibility of diseased and peritumoral tissues [@b0020]. Gerckens *et al*., introduced agarose into the bronchoalveolar space of resectates to preserve lung structure and increase tissue stiffness. The precision-cut lung slices ensured comparable tissue sample size which can be used to study human lung biology at cellular to subcellular level and mechanisms of different diseases. The developed model was identical to *in situ* human lung with respect to its 3D structure and practicable to develop a novel strategy for precise medicine [@b0020]. A computational lung model developed by the Technical University of Munich, Germany, can be used to reduce the damage caused by mechanical ventilation and could increase survival rates significantly in COVID19 patients [@b0025].
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